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Foreword and Scope
Earthquakes are a serious threat to safety in multifam-
ily apartment buildings and pose a significant poten-
tial liability to building owners. Multifamily buildings in
39 states are vulnerable to earthquake damage. Un-
safe existing buildings expose multifamily building own-
ers and tenants to the following risks:

� Death and injury of tenants, occupants, and visitors

� Damage to or collapse of buildings

� Damage to and loss of furnishings, equipment, and
other building contents

� Disruption of rental and occupancy functions and
other building operations

The greatest earthquake risk is associated with existing multifamily buildings
that were designed and constructed before the use of modern building
codes. For many parts of the United States, this includes buildings built as
recently as the early 1990s.

Although vulnerable multifamily buildings need to be replaced with safe,
new construction or rehabilitated to correct deficiencies, for many building
owners new construction is limited, at times severely, by budgetary con-
straints, and seismic rehabilitation is expensive and disruptive. However,
incremental seismic rehabilitation, proposed in this manual, is an inno-
vative approach that phases in a series of discrete rehabilitation actions over
a period of several years. It is an effective, affordable, and non-disruptive
strategy for responsible mitigation actions that can be integrated efficiently
into ongoing facility maintenance and capital improvement operations to
minimize cost and disruption.

This manual and its companion documents are the products of a Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) project to develop the concept of
incremental seismic rehabilitation—that is, building modifications that
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reduce seismic risk by improving seismic performance and that are imple-
mented over an extended period, often in conjunction with other repair,
maintenance, or capital improvement activities. It provides owners of Class
A, B, or C multifamily buildings, be they Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REITs), pension funds, partnerships, individuals, or other forms of owner-
ship, with the information necessary to assess the seismic vulnerability of
their buildings and to implement a program of incremental seismic rehabili-
tation for those buildings.

The manual consists of three parts:

Part A, Critical Decisions for Earthquake Safety in Multifamily Build-
ings, is for owners’ senior executives, board members, and policy makers
who will decide on allocating resources for earthquake mitigation.

Part B, Planning and Managing the Process for Earthquake Risk Re-
duction in Existing Multifamily Buildings, is for facility managers, risk
managers, and financial managers, or those responsible for these areas of
management, who will initiate and manage seismic mitigation measures.

Part C, Tools for Implementing Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation in
Existing Multifamily Buildings, is for facility managers, or those other-
wise responsible for facility management, who will implement incremental
seismic rehabilitation programs.

This manual is part of a set of manuals intended for building owners, manag-
ers, and their staff:

� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of School Buildings (K-12),
FEMA 395

� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of Hospital Buildings,
FEMA 396

� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of Office Buildings,
FEMA 397

� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of Multifamily Apartment
Buildings, FEMA 398
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� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of Retail Buildings,
FEMA 399

� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of Hotel and Motel Buildings,
FEMA 400

� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of Storage Buildings,
FEMA 401

� Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation of Emergency Buildings,
FEMA 402

Each manual in this set addresses the specific needs and practices of a par-
ticular category of buildings and owners, and guides building owners and
managers through a process that will reduce earthquake risk in their building
inventory. The manuals answer the question, as specifically as possible:
“What is the most affordable, least disruptive, and most effective way to re-
duce seismic risk in existing buildings?” By using the process outlined in
these manuals, building owners and managers will become knowledgeable
clients for implementing incremental seismic rehabilitation specifically
geared to their building use category.

In addition to this set of manuals, there is a companion manual, Engineering
Guideline for Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation, FEMA 420. It is intended to
assist architects and engineers who provide services to building owners and
contains the information necessary for providing consulting services to own-
ers for implementing incremental seismic rehabilitation. Architects and engi-
neers using that handbook will be effective consultants serving a
knowledgeable owner. Together they will be in a position to implement an
effective incremental seismic rehabilitation program.
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How to Use This Manual
Critical Decisions: Multifamily building owners’ senior executives, board
members, and similar policy makers should read Part A. Section A.1 provides
a general understanding of the earthquake hazards faced by a multifamily
building owner. Section A.2 provides an overview of how the seismic vulner-
ability of multifamily buildings and resultant losses can be estimated. Section
A.3 provides an overview of the actions an owner can take to reduce earth-
quake risk, including incremental seismic rehabilitation. Section A.4 details
how to implement the concept of incremental seismic rehabilitation, includ-
ing the additional benefits of integrating incremental seismic rehabilitation
with other maintenance and capital improvement projects. By understand-
ing these four sections, the multifamily building owner’s top man-
agement can establish a policy of seismic risk reduction and initiate
a more specific, objective, and cost-effective program of incremen-
tal seismic rehabilitation by its technical staff.

Program Development: Those responsible for the multifamily building
owner’s facility, risk, and financial management should read Parts A and B,
paying particular attention to Part B. Sections B.1 through B.3 provide de-
tailed guidance on how the initiation of a program of incremental seis-
mic rehabilitation can fit into the ongoing facility management
process used by the owner organization and its multifamily buildings, and
indicates specific activities you can undertake. A separate Appendix I, Addi-
tional Information on Multifamily Building Facility Management, is provided
at the end of this manual for those seeking more information on facility man-
agement. It contains a discussion of the specific phases of the facility man-
agement process and activities for multifamily building owners seeking
further detail.

Project Implementation: Owner organization and multifamily facility man-
agers should read Part C in addition to Parts A and B. Section C.1 provides
guidance on using the consulting services of architects and engineers in
implementing a program of incremental seismic rehabilitation. Section C.2
discusses specific opportunities for combining increments of seismic
rehabilitation with other maintenance and capital improvement
projects. A separate Appendix II, Integration Opportunities for Incremental
Seismic Rehabilitation for Small Organizations and Individual Owners, is
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provided at the end of this manual for owners with limited professional facil-
ity management. It contains a simplified presentation of specific opportuni-
ties that can be identified on the basis of a quick evaluation by a design
professional. The companion manual for design professionals, Engineering
Guideline for Incremental Seismic Rehabilitation, FEMA 420, provides techni-
cal guidance for the detailed design of specific rehabilitation projects.

To get the most out of this manual:

� Communicate the importance of assessing your building inventory’s
risks and pass this manual on to staff members responsible for
facility management, risk management, and financial planning.
Specify that they develop an analysis of the current seismic risk of
your buildings and a strategy for risk reduction.

� Promptly initiate a program of earthquake risk reduction in your
buildings located in an earthquake-prone zone that were not
designed and constructed to meet modern building codes.

� Consider incremental seismic rehabilitation as a cost-effective
means to protect the buildings and, most importantly, the safety of
tenants, visitors, and staff, because it is a technically and financially
manageable strategy that minimizes disruption of multifamily
building operations.






